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Abstract:
Partial differential equations with random coefficients and input data (random PDEs in short) arise in many applications in which the data of
the PDE need to be described in terms of random variables/fields due either to a lack of knowledge of the system or to its inherent variability.
The numerical approximation of statistics of the solution poses several challenges when the number of random parameters is large and/or the
parameter-to-solution map is complex, and effective surrogate or reduced models are of great need in this context.
In this talk we consider time dependent PDEs with few random parameters and seek for an approximate solution in separable form that can be
written at each time instant as a linear combination of linearly independent spatial functions multiplied by linearly independent random
variables (low rank approximation) in the spirit of a truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion. Since the optimal deterministic and stochastic
modes can significantly change over time, we consider here a dynamical approach where those modes are computed on the fly as solutions of
suitable evolution equations. From a geometrical point of view, this corresponds to constraining the original dynamics to the manifold of fixed
rank functions, i.e. functions that can be written in separable form with a fixed number of terms. Equivalently, the original equations are
projected onto the tangent space to the manifold of fixed rank functions along the approximate trajectory, similarly to the Dirac-Frenkel
variational principle in quantum mechanics.
We discuss the construction of the method as well as practical numerical aspects for several time dependent PDEs with random parameters,
including the heat equation with a random diffusion coefficient; the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with random Dirichlet boundary
conditions; the wave equation with random wave speed. In the latter case, we propose a dynamical low rank approximation that preserves the
symplectic structure of the equations.
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